THE CURRENT INFORMATION ON REGISTRATION, PROGRESSION AND GRADUATION HAS BEEN MOVED FROM:
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/handbook/regn/regnprog.pdf

TO:
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/handbook/regn/registration_progression.pdf

THE FOLLOWING IS HISTORICAL INFORMATION:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REFORM POLICIES (S.03-076)
NOTE: A student must complete either all "old" or all "new" Reform degree/program regulations as outlined below. It is not possible to combine requirements of both "old" and "new" degrees/programs.

The following Undergraduate Reform regulations for undergraduate degrees and programs became effective September 1, 2004:

1) A student who has not been registered in the University prior to September 1, 2004, must register under the new Undergraduate Reform regulations.

2) A student who has completed fewer than 3.0 courses at the University prior to September 1, 2004, must register in the new Undergraduate Reform degrees/programs.

3) A student who has completed at least 3.0 courses at the University prior to September 1, 2004, and who is eligible to register in a degree/program, may choose to register in either the "old" or Reform degrees/programs during the 2004-05 Fall Winter term. However, if a student registers in an "old" degree/program, graduation under these regulations must take place no later than the Autumn 2008 Convocation.

4) During the 2004-05 Fall Winter term, a senior student who is registered at Western in a degree/program offered prior to this term may choose to continue under the "old" regulations until graduation, provided that graduation under these regulations takes place no later than the Autumn 2008 Convocation.

5) During the 2004-05 Fall Winter term, a student who was previously enrolled in a BA Undeclared designation may choose either the "old" or Reform degrees/programs. However, if a student enrolls in an ‘old’ degree/program, graduation under these regulations must take place no later than the Autumn 2008 Convocation.

Notes:
1) Degrees/programs which existed prior to September 1, 2004, and have been replaced under the Undergraduate Reform Regulations will become inactive Summer 2005, meaning that no new registrations will be allowed.

2) "Old" degrees/programs not replaced under the Undergraduate Reform regulations will only be inactivated upon instructions to Senate from a Faculty, School or Affiliated University College.

PROGRESSION REQUIREMENTS (S.02-10)
[In January 2002, Senate approved the withdrawal of the grade point system and the implementation of new progression requirements. See: http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/senate/minutes/2002/m0201sen.html]

For three-year, four-year, honors and other specialized programs in the Faculties of Arts and Humanities, Health Sciences (Kinesiology, Health Sciences), Music, Science, Social Science, and the Affiliated University Colleges, existing progression requirements based on grade points will be replaced with a simplified set of progression requirements that are based on average calculations to satisfy degree requirements. The new requirements will be implemented for any term starting September 1, 2002 or later for all students, but with continuing students having the right of appeal to complete their program under grade point progression requirements if that is to their benefit. An open-ended transition period will allow for appropriate assessment, fairness and equity in bridging the two systems of progression requirements.]

BACHELOR DEGREE (FOUR-YEAR) IN ARTS (S.99-36)
Faculty of Arts four-year general programs offer students the opportunity to extend their studies for a further
year at a more advanced level. These programs are more widely recognized than three-year degree programs, but they do not have the same progression or graduation requirements as honors programs, they do not require the same degree of concentrated study of a particular subject at the 300 and 400 levels, and they may not be used as a basis for admission to graduate school. Each program introduces students to the subject as a whole, and gives them some degree of mastery of it. A minimum of 15.0 courses (including both principal courses and options) is required in the three senior years. The structure of each four-year program is established by the department concerned; however, the following general regulations apply.

Students in four-year programs must declare a major area of concentration and may also declare a minor area of concentration or a second major area. Major and minor areas of concentration will appear on their degrees. After first year, major areas of concentration require 7.5 senior courses in the major area. Minor areas of concentration require 5.0 senior courses in a second area.

Major and minor areas of concentration for four-year degree programs must be declared when registering for fourth year. Prior to fourth year, students must satisfy the admission and progression requirements for three-year degree programs as set out in the Programs/Progression section of the UWO Academic Calendar. For admission into fourth year, an average of 60% must be obtained on courses taken in third year, and an average of at least 60% must be obtained on principal courses taken in each of second and third years, with a passing grade obtained on each principal course.

FOUR-YEAR BACHELOR OF ARTS GENERAL DIPLOMA (S.99-36)
The Four-Year Bachelor of Arts General Diploma is a means of granting appropriate recognition to those students who successfully complete the requirements for a four-year general degree after graduation from a three-year program. The awarding of this diploma permits Western to grant this recognition without conferring a second baccalaureate degree.

Students who have been awarded a three-year BA or BSc degree by this or by another accredited university may be eligible to pursue a Bachelor of Arts Diploma.

Applicants apply for admission as special students and must contact the department(s) concerned after required documentation has been received. Applications will generally be accepted provided that requirements equivalent to those for graduation with a three-year degree from Western have been met.

In evaluating an application for admission, the department reviews all previous course work completed by the candidate and, on that basis, determines and prescribes the course work to be completed. The work required will not be fewer than 5.0 senior courses of which at least 4.0 must be from among those designated as principal courses of each major area in the program.

5.0 courses must be taken at The University of Western Ontario, not including courses taken to satisfy the graduation requirements for the earlier degree.

Graduation requirements are the same as for a four-year program.

PROGRESSION IN HONORS PROGRAMS
(Senate Minutes Jan. 21/71, S.3367.01, S.89-177)
For progression to the next year of an honors program, a student must in the current year earn a mark of at least 60% in each course listed as a principal course by the department(s) of specialization, an average for those courses of at least 70%, a passing grade in each course listed as a subsidiary course, and if more than one subsidiary course was taken, an average for them of at least 60%.

A student earning a mark of at least 60% in each principal course, an average for those courses of 65-69%, a passing grade in each subsidiary course and, if more than one subsidiary course was taken, an average for them of at least 60%, may be permitted to progress by special permission of the department(s) concerned.

Students who fail to meet the requirements for progression in an honors program but who are eligible to continue in a three-year program may transfer to such a program but must satisfy all the requirements of that program prior to graduation.
HONORS REGISTRATION STATUS
(S.2630, S.3240, S.3510)

Registration
A full-time student continuing into second or third year in the Faculty of Arts, Science, or Social Science (excepting students registered in programs in Home Economics and Administrative and Commercial Studies) will be registered as HONORS ARTS, HONORS SCIENCE, or HONORS SOCIAL SCIENCE provided that:

1. the student's average on the work of the preceding year as a full-time student was at least 70%;
2. the student has at least two (2) full or equivalent honors courses (numbered 200 or above) in his or her course registrations;
3. the student is not registered in a specific honors program.

Progression
Students must maintain a 70% average, with no failures, in the work of Year 2 and must select at least 2.0 honors courses (courses numbered 200 or above) in their course registrations to be registered as Honors Arts, Honors Science, or Honors Social Science in Year 3.

Graduation
A student registered as Honors Arts, Honors Science, or Honors Social Science may apply for graduation at the end of Year 3 under the regulations governing Three-Year Programs, or apply for registration in a specific Honors Program. To be admitted to fourth year of a program the student must fulfil the general requirements for progression from third to fourth year as well as any additional requirements established for the particular program by the department(s) concerned.

Honors degrees are awarded only to candidates who complete successfully specific four-year Honors Programs; Honors Registration in fourth year is granted only to students in specific Honors Programs.

Notes:
1. The regulations governing specific Honors programs remain unchanged and the Senate procedures for amending such regulations or for the introduction of new Honors programs also remain unaltered.
2. Departments retain existing discretionary powers to grant permission for registration in Honors courses to students not registered in specific Honors programs.
3. Students meeting the requirements for a specific Honors program will normally be counselled to register in that program.

The procedures and regulations governing Honors Registration Status will be extended to each of the Affiliated University Colleges.

THREE-YEAR (15-COURSE) DEGREE PROGRAMS
(S.02-10)
Three-year degree programs are composed of 15.0 courses chosen in accordance with degree objective and departmental regulations. Four-year honors degree programs are similar except that the total number of courses is not fewer than 20.0.

Progression in the three-year, 15.0-course programs is based on two levels of progression requirements that specify the minimum cumulative averages that must be achieved for each level.

AREA OF CONCENTRATION
(S.3366.04, S.88-159, S.02-10)
[Secretariat note: The following regulations pertain to students registered in the Fifteen-Course BA Program after September 1, 1984 and are in effect until September 1, 2008. They are not applicable to Undergraduate Program Reform degrees. Regulations for students in the program who were registered prior to September 1, 1984, have been removed from this Handbook. Students could graduate under these regulations until Autumn Convocation 1994. These graduation requirements may be found in the Senate Minutes S.1497, S.1915, S.2813, S.3601.]

Effective September 1, 1987, full-time students registering in the second year of the three-year BA or BSc program must specify an area or areas of concentration. Part-time students must declare an area of concentration before registering in their seventh course.
The areas of concentration available to students will be:

a) An approved area within a discipline;
b) Undeclared (available, with the approval of the student's Dean, to students in second year who intend to enter a professional program in third year). Students progressing into third year must meet the requirement of an area of concentration;
c) A Cross-Disciplinary Area consisting of five senior courses specified and approved by the student's Dean (not available in the three-year BSc program).

Students progressing to the second year of a three-year BA program are required to achieve a minimum mark of 60% in all prerequisite introductory course(s) for an area of concentration; students progressing to the second year of a BSc program in the Faculty of Science will be required to achieve a minimum mark of 60% in the first-year course(s) designated by the departments concerned.

**Bachelor of Arts**

For the BA the senior courses specified for the area or areas of concentration must be completed with an average of at least 60.0%; and at least three of the five senior courses specified for the area of concentration must be completed through The University of Western Ontario or through one of its Affiliated University Colleges.

(S.94-111) In addition, effective January 1, 1995, students must complete a senior designated essay course in one area of concentration. This requirement does not apply to those students who are completing areas of concentration entirely within the Faculty of Science or those students who declared an area of concentration before May 1, 1995 and who graduate by September 2004. This essay course must be completed through The University of Western Ontario or through one of its Affiliated University Colleges.

**Bachelor of Science**

For the BSc the senior courses specified for the area or areas of concentration must be completed with an average of at least 60.0%; and the majority of the senior courses specified for the area of concentration must be completed through The University of Western Ontario or through one of its Affiliated University Colleges.

Students who fail to satisfy the above requirements for either a BA or BSc Area of Concentration will be ineligible to graduate. Such students will be directed to consult with the Dean of their faculty.

**COMBINATIONS PROGRAMS IN THE FACULTY OF ARTS**

(S.94-216) Effective September 1, 1995, departments in the Faculty of Arts allow students to take an honors degree in one Arts subject and the equivalent of another general Area of Concentration in Arts and in a number of instances with departments outside the Faculty after first year. The exceptions are the honors program in English and Drama, the honors program in French Linguistics and Literature, and the Bachelor of Fine Arts in honors Studio Arts.

Students must meet both the Honors BA and the Area of Concentration requirements.

**FOUR-YEAR GENERAL BSc COMPUTER SCIENCE**

(S.94-260) This is a four-year program to prepare graduates for employment in the field of computer science. The general program may not be used as a basis for application to Graduate School.

[Students enter this program in second year. See the UWO Academic Calendar for specific admission, progression and graduation requirements.]

**PROGRESSION FOLLOWING READMISSION**

(S.1213, S.4020, S.02-10) Prior to September 1, 2002, when the grade point system was withdrawn and the new progression requirements implemented, the above regulation read:

The basic rules for maintenance of standing shall be modified by the following provisions. Applicants granted readmission will be awarded a minimum of two extra course attempts in addition to those needed to complete degree requirements.
1. The total number of “course attempts” permitted in the fifteen-course BA or BSc programs shall not exceed:
   a) 23 attempts, where the total number of courses still to be completed at the time of readmission is 10 to 15.
   b) 22 attempts, where the total number of courses still to be completed at the time of readmission is 1 to 9.5.
2. A grade point total of eight (8) must be accumulated in the first five (5) {full courses, or equivalent, that are attempted following readmission}.

PROGRESSION FOLLOWING ADMISSION WITH TRANSFER CREDIT (ADVANCED STANDING)
(S.2172, S.4019, S.96-238.6, S.99-276, S.02-10)
Prior to September 1, 2002 (grade point system withdrawn) the regulation read:

(formerly “Transfer Students - Progression Based on Standing at Another University”)
Applicants granted admission under the Readmission or University Transfer regulations will be awarded a minimum of two extra course attempts in addition to those needed to complete degree requirements. The following regulations for progression for students transferring from another University with advanced standing are as follows:
1. To qualify for a Bachelor’s degree, a transfer student must obtain credit in a minimum of five full senior courses in the fifteen course degree program, or ten full courses in the honors program. These courses must be taken at The University of Western Ontario or the Affiliated Colleges. Students admitted with advanced standing to a specific program of study must meet the minimum requirements for progression (and graduation) in that program.
2. Where the base number of twenty course attempts is insufficient in order to complete degree requirements, a minimum of two additional course attempts are to be awarded upon admission as set out above in this policy.
3. A grade point total of eight must be accumulated in the first five courses attempted at Western.
4. When a student has completed 4 or 4.5 courses and the grade point total is 6 or fewer, registration as a full-time student must be authorized by the Dean of the Faculty in which the student proposes to register.
5. A student granted advanced standing, to be eligible for graduation, must obtain an average of 60% or higher on the work completed at this University.
6. A transfer student must satisfy the First Year requirements (as listed in the Calendar) prior to graduation.

PROGRESSION REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS
(S.1435, S.2121, S.88-94, S.96-160a, S.96-238, S.02-10, S.08-167)
Prior to September 1, 2002 (grade point system withdrawn), this regulation read:

Accumulation of ten grade points in the first five full (or equivalent) courses attempted and on each five courses attempted thereafter.

Applicants admitted under regulations governing Special Students will be required to accumulate a grade point total of ten on the first five full (or equivalent) courses attempted and on each five courses attempted thereafter.

The progression of students who fail to meet the above requirements shall be at the discretion of the dean of the faculty in which the student is registered. The Dean will notify the Office of the Registrar in writing of the decision to allow progression where this condition has not been met.

Failure to meet the minimum requirements of ten grade points shall result in automatic withdrawal from the University. Readmission shall be at the discretion of the dean of the student's faculty.

COURSE RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS
(S.93-303, S.01-73b, S.02-10)
Prior to September 1, 2002 (Grade Point System withdrawn), the above regulation read:

Students fulfilling all the requirements for graduation in any bachelor's degree program at Western must complete at least ten courses (including five senior courses) at Western or one of its affiliated colleges; Transfer students admitted with advanced credit must complete a minimum of five senior courses in the 15-course degree programs or ten courses in the honors programs. These courses must be taken at Western
of one of its affiliated colleges;

Special Students admitted to Western who have an undergraduate degree from another accredited university and who intend to either (a) upgrade from a non-honors to an honors degree or (b) complete the requirements for a second honors degree in another discipline must obtain approval and are required to complete no fewer than ten full or equivalent prescribed courses (of which at least five must be at the honors level) at The University of Western Ontario.

Not more than five courses may be taken at another university on a Letter of Permission to fulfil graduation requirements for any baccalaureate program at Western.

**BA PROGRAM (ADMINISTRATIVE AND COMMERCIAL STUDIES)**
(S.3212.01, S.98-159)
NOTE: September 1998 was the final date for admission to the three-year BA (ACS) Administrative and Commercial Studies program. Effective September 1999, the program was withdrawn and replaced by the four-year general Bachelor of Administrative and Commercial Studies (BACS) program in the Faculty of Social Science and at Brescia, Huron and Kings Colleges. Students who were registered in the existing BA(ACS) program as of September 1998, will have until September 2008 to complete the program requirements necessary for graduating with a BA(ACS). As of September 1999, students who were registered in either second or third year of the BA(ACS) program will have the option of either completing the three-year BA(ACS) program, or transferring into the four-year BACS program.

Students registered in the BA (Administrative and Commercial Studies) Program are eligible to complete one additional area of concentration under the Senate regulations governing the Fifteen-course BA degree program in addition to the major area of concentration required by the BA program in Administrative and Commercial Studies.

**THREE OR FOUR-YEAR GENERAL BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCES (BHSc)**
(S.97-38, S.98-033, S.99-16)
Effective September 1, 2002, the Four-Year General BHSc Program was withdrawn. Continued registration in the program is limited to students enrolled in the second year of the program on September 1, 1998.

**Progression Requirements**
Students must fulfill the normal progression requirements as outlined in the Academic Calendar.

Meeting the minimum University requirements does not guarantee progression in the program.

Students are required to obtain a final grade with a minimum of 60% in Health Sciences 021 in order to progress into Year 2 of the program. In addition, to proceed to each of second, third and fourth years, students must achieve at least 60% in the previous year with no grade less than 50%.

Senior courses which are not designated as optional courses must be completed with an average of at least 60.0% and the majority of the senior courses specified for the area of concentration must be completed through The University of Western Ontario or one of its Affiliated University Colleges.

*The following regulations were withdrawn effective September 1, 2002, when the Grade Point System was withdrawn and the new progression requirements implemented:*

**PROGRESSION - THREE-YEAR BA AND BSc PROGRAMS (S.712.1)**
Eligibility to register for further work in the general BA program and the three-year BSc program shall be determined by the grade point scale system as of February 1, 1971, and thereafter. [Credit for courses passed in a "failed year" under former regulations shall not be allowed for achieving graduation requirements of the new programs, nor for eligibility to register for further work after February 1, 1971, nor shall failed courses in a "failed year" prior to July 1, 1970, be interpreted as "attempts". (S.712.2)]

**GRADE POINT ASSESSMENT (S.1220.3, S.2081, S.89-195)**
[Assessment of standing by grade points, in accordance with Senate regulations S.661, S.711, S.951.01, S.1213, has been reviewed (S.1214, Senate Agenda Mar. 9/72) and continuation has been approved.]
Following admission to the University and initial registration, continued acceptance of registration for further work is subject to the following limitations:
1. a student must accumulate a Grade Point Total of 6 in the first 5 full courses or equivalent attempted*;
2. a student must accumulate a Grade Point Total of 14 in the first 10 full courses or equivalent
attempted*;
3. not more than five unsatisfactory attempts in either full or half courses may be accumulated;
4. a minimum average of 60% must be achieved in the 15 full (or equivalent) courses completed within
the first 20 attempts* (or equivalent), including repeated courses.

* An attempt is a full course registration not formally cancelled with the Registrar by January 15th in the Winter
Session and by July 15th in the Summer Session. An attempt in a first term half course will be considered a
registration if not formally cancelled with the Registrar by November 1st, and in a second term half course by
February 21st.

PROGRESSION REQUIREMENTS AND RESTRICTIONS ON FULL-TIME ENROLMENT
(S.2081, S.89-195, S.99-276)
When a student has attempted 4 or 4.5 courses and the grade point total is 4 or fewer, registration as a
full-time student must be authorized by the Dean of the Faculty in which the student proposes to register.

When the number of courses attempted exceeds 5 but does not reach 10, courses previously attempted plus
sufficient of the courses of the current session will be counted in a manner most advantageous to the student
to reach 5 attempts with a minimum of 6 grade points.

When a student has completed 9 or 9.5 courses and the grade point total is 12 or fewer, registration as a
full-time student must be authorized by the Dean of the Faculty in which the student proposes to register.
When the number of courses attempted exceeds 10, eligibility for further registration will be calculated on the
basis of courses previously attempted plus sufficient of the courses of the current session counted in a manner
most advantageous to the student to reach a total of 10 attempts with a minimum of 14 grade points.

Normally, registration in the fifteen-course BA/BSc program for more than twenty course attempts prior to the
completion of the requirements for graduation will not be granted. In exceptional circumstances, and where
the cumulative average on successful attempts is at least 60%, the Dean of the faculty concerned may permit
registration in additional courses.

ELIGIBILITY FOR FURTHER REGISTRATION (S.2081)
Students registered in the Fall/Winter Session who have applied for registration in Intersession or Summer
Night School courses and who have not been advised of their ineligibility for further registration by the first day
of classes will be permitted to register and complete any such courses. While credit will be retained for any
courses completed successfully, such credit will not alter their ineligibility for further registration. Any such
student subject to automatic withdrawal for failure to achieve the minimum requirement for progression shall
not become eligible for further registration before the commencement of the Summer Day Session in the
subsequent year.

UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE AND WITHDRAWAL (S.1210, S.92-120)
Students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance in any undergraduate program shall be required to
withdraw from the University for a minimum of twelve (12) months unless:
1. A faculty Dean waives the regulation on medical or compassionate grounds. In such a case, it shall
be the Dean's responsibility to specify the requirements for regaining satisfactory standing on the
regular progression ladder and to notify the Registrar in writing of that decision.
2. Should an appeal be made to Senate on the ruling of a Dean based on medical or compassionate
grounds, such an appeal shall be considered on behalf of Senate by the Senate Review Board
Academic (SRBA).

ACADEMIC PROBATION (S.98-168)
Students who have failed to meet the progression requirements of their program, but have been granted a
waiver of those requirements by the Dean, e.g., a grade point waiver, will be considered to be on academic
probation for the next 12 months. Students on academic probation must satisfy all the requirements set by
the Dean of their Faculty for regaining satisfactory academic status. They will be urged to seek appropriate
counselling from their Faculty and to avail themselves of the resources available for improving academic skills.
Normally, a student may be on academic probation only once.

The following policies are subsumed by the policies on the structure of the undergraduate degree,
which came into effect on September 2004 (S.03-177). These were withdrawn, effective Sept. 1, 2008.

REGISTRATION IN HONORS PROGRAMS (Sen. Ag. Jan. 21/74, S.3367.01, S.93-303)
Registration in a specific honors program usually begins in the second year, but admission may be gained in
the third or fourth year. Students who intend to proceed to a four-year degree should consider the degree
requirements when selecting courses in first, second and third years. In all years of all honors programs, students should consult with the department concerned about the choice of optional courses. Students admitted with advanced standing to an honors program are required to complete a minimum of ten courses offered by the University or one of the affiliated colleges.

FACULTY OF REGISTRATION (S.2650, S.97-117)
First-year students entering the Faculties of Arts, Health Sciences, Information and Media Studies*, Science, and Social Science, will be registered in a specific program and Faculty in accordance with their stated program objective. First-year students at an affiliated college may also register in the specific program in which they intend to continue after first year. Students who do not wish a declared program of study will be enrolled in a generic program, i.e., Arts, Health Sciences, Information and Media Studies, Science and Social Science.

Students with a stated degree objective in programs for which there are no first-year courses, e.g., Actuarial Science, Environmental Science, or which do not begin until after the second year, e.g., Genetics, Business Administration, may enrol in the generic Faculty program. Normal entrance and program requirements would apply for placement in programs in subsequent years.

*formerly Communications and Open Learning

HONORS PROGRAMS (S.147.1)
A student registered in a combined Honors Program in different faculties may register in the faculty of his/her choice.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN HONORS/GENERAL PROGRAMS AND COURSES FOR THE FACULTIES OF ARTS, KINESIOLOGY, MUSIC, SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCE (S.1226)
The following guidelines shall be established for planning course offerings and programs in the Faculties of Arts, Kinesiology, Music, Science and Social Science:

1. That a distinction between honors and general programs be maintained.

2. That if honors programs of a 2 + 2 or 3 + 1 pattern are adopted by departments, the senior non-specialist year or years (as well as the specialist year or years) involve either a prescribed core or prescribed number of honors courses in the subject(s) of specialization.

3. That the distinction between honors and general courses be based on the subject matter covered and not primarily on the differences in hours of instruction, student workload, or marking standards.

4. That departments presently offering general courses which parallel courses at the honors level eliminate the general courses whenever the maintenance of this parallel structure cannot be academically justified in terms of the subject, the programs, or the students in the program.

First year general program courses are grouped into the following divisions: Arts, Science, Social Science, Multidisciplinary, and "Other*.

ARTS
Childhood and Social Institutions (formerly Childhood and Family Relations)
Classical Studies
Comparative Literature and Culture (named Comparative Literature and Civilization to September 2002, formerly Western Literature and Civilization)
English
Film Studies (formerly Film)
French
German
Greek
Hebrew
International and Comparative Studies (formerly Modern Eastern Civilizations to September 1998)
Italian
Latin
Linguistics
Philosophy
Polish
Religious Studies
Russian
Spanish
Theatre Arts (withdrawn January 1999)
Visual Arts
Women's Studies

SCIENCE
Applied Mathematics
Astronomy
Biology
Calculus
Chemistry
Computer Science
Earth Sciences
Environmental Science
Linear Algebra
Mathematics
Physics

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Administrative and Commercial Studies
Anthropology
Childhood and Family Relations
Economics
First Nations Studies
Geography
History
International and Comparative Studies
Linguistics
Political Science
Psychology
Social Justice and Peace Studies
Sociology
Women's Studies

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
Health Sciences
Interdisciplinary Studies (IS 020E is recognized as a science credit by the Faculty of Social Science, as an arts or social science credit by the Faculty of Science, and as an arts, social science, or science credit by the School of Kinesiology.)
Kinesiology
Media, Information and Technoculture (MIT 024a/b and 025 a/b are recognized as social science credits by the Faculty of Science and by the School of Kinesiology)

OTHER
Business (Business 020 is recognized as a social science credit by the Faculty of Science.)
Clothing, Textiles and Design (withdrawn 1999)
Family Studies
Foods and Nutrition
Human Ecology
Music (Music 020a/b is recognized as an arts credit by the Faculty of Science.)
Social Work (Social Work 020 is recognized as a social science credit by the Faculty of Science.)

Students registering in first year general programs must choose courses that fulfill the basic requirement of five full-course equivalents numbered 001-099. Students are encouraged to take an essay course in first year. At least one course from each of two of the faculties of Arts, Science and Social Science must be included (certain alternates are approved, as indicated in course listing above).

For complete regulations see the Graduation Requirements page.
Notes: Physiology, Plant Sciences, Nursing and Engineering Sciences are not listed here because these first-year courses are not available to “general program” students.

A student may not register for a full program of senior courses until the five courses of first year have been completed satisfactorily.

Students are responsible for choosing courses that fulfil the prerequisites for a senior program. Specific prerequisites are included in the individual course descriptions listed in the UNDERGRADUATE COURSE INFORMATION section. If in doubt, students should seek appropriate counselling and consult directly with the department(s) concerned. Prospective first-year students should seek help in choosing courses from first-year Academic Counselling.

THREE-YEAR BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MEDIA, INFORMATION AND TECHNOCULTURE
(S.97-39, S.98-080, S.01-51)

Progression Requirements
To progress to the third and fourth years of the Three-Year BA in MIT, a student must achieve a minimum overall weighted average of 65.0% in each academic session, with no more than 1.0 unsatisfactory attempt in 5.0 courses.

Graduation Requirements
To graduate with a Three-Year BA in MIT, a student must meet the general University regulations pertaining to graduation requirements for three-year BA programs. A student must also achieve a minimum overall weighted average of 65.0% in the 15.0 courses counted towards the degree. Students must complete all graduation requirements within the first 20.0 courses attempted, including repeated courses.

020-Level MIT Program Requirements
(S.98-081)
Effective September 1, 1998, students in the Media, Information and Technoculture (MIT) three-year Area of Concentration and Combined Honors programs are allowed to take 1.5 courses at the MIT 020-level and students are allowed to take up to 2.0 courses at the 020-level in MIT.

See also Diploma in Honors Standing (formerly Certificate in Honors Standing) at:
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/handbook/adm/honors.pdf